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ABSTRACT
To cope with the high resource (network and compute) demands of real-time video analytics pipelines, recent systems have relied on frame filtering. However, filtering has typically been done with neural networks running on edge/backend servers that are expensive to operate. This paper investigates on-camera filtering, which moves filtering to the beginning of the pipeline. Unfortunately, we find that commodity cameras have limited compute resources that only permit filtering via frame differencing based on low-level video features. Used incorrectly, such techniques can lead to unacceptable drops in query accuracy. To overcome this, we build Reducto, a system that dynamically adapts filtering decisions according to the time-varying correlation between feature type, filtering threshold, query accuracy, and video content. Experiments with a variety of videos and queries show that Reducto achieves significant (51–97% of frames) filtering benefits, while consistently meeting the desired accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Video cameras are pervasive in today’s society, with cities and organizations steadily increasing the size and reach of their deployments. For example, cities now deploy tens of thousands of cameras, each continually collecting and streaming rich video data [2, 15, 17, 39]. As camera deployments expand, organizations increasingly rely on analyzing live video feeds to guide long-running tasks such as traffic monitoring, customer tracking, and surveillance. Key to the success of such applications has been recent advances in computer vision, particularly neural network (NN)-based techniques for highly accurate object detection and recognition [22, 45, 47, 49, 65].

In a typical real-time video analytics pipeline [23, 41, 71, 79], a camera streams live video to cloud servers, which immediately run object detection models (e.g., YOLO [62]) to answer user queries about that video. Such pipelines aim to deliver query results with high accuracy and low latency, but doing so is challenging due to the high compute and network resource demands of video streaming and NN-based analysis [23, 41, 79]. To make matters worse, organizations commonly operate and analyze video from many cameras [40], further amplifying computation and network overheads.

Significant work has been expended to improve the efficiency of video analytics pipelines [23, 24, 36, 41, 53, 79]. Across these systems, a prevailing (and natural) strategy is to improve efficiency by filtering out frames that do not contain relevant information for the query at hand [23, 24, 36, 43]. Conceptually, filtering out a frame requires understanding how that frame would affect a query result. To make such decisions without needing the actual query results (which would negate filtering benefits), existing systems employ various levels of approximations based on either (1) compressed object detection models (e.g., Tiny YOLO [62]) that compute low-confidence results [36], (2) specialized binary classification models that eliminate frames that do not contain an object of interest [23, 43], or (3) simple frame differencing to eliminate frames whose low-level features (e.g., pixel values) have not changed substantially (based on a static threshold) and are expected to produce the same results [24].

On-camera filtering. In this paper, unlike prior filtering approaches that typically run on edge [54] or backend servers, we seek to filter frames at the beginning of the analytics pipeline – directly on cameras. Like edge server approaches, on-camera filtering has the potential to alleviate not only backend computation overheads (by reducing the number of frames that must be processed by the backend object detector), but also end-to-end network bottlenecks between cameras and backend servers, particularly for wireless cameras [23, 33, 81]. Furthermore, an on-camera approach can also sidestep the management and cost overheads of operating edge servers [52, 63]. We note that in targeting on-camera filtering, our aim is to eliminate the reliance on edge servers for filtering by making use of currently unused resources. Our on-camera filtering techniques could also run on edge servers (if present), outperforming existing strategies while consuming fewer resources ($5$).

Despite the potential benefits, our study of commodity cameras and surveillance deployments paints a bleak resource picture ($2.1$). In contrast to edge servers, smartphones, or recent smart cameras that possess GPUs and AI hardware accelerators, deployed cameras often have low-speed CPUs (1 GHz) and modest amounts of RAM (256 MB). These resources preclude even compressed NNs for filtering (e.g., Tiny YOLO runs at < 1 fps), and instead can only tolerate specialized binary classification NNs or frame differencing strategies. Unfortunately, we find that these approaches are far more limited for filtering ($2.2$). Binary classification strategies forego between 17-74% of potential frame filtering opportunities by filtering based on
object presence rather than changes in query result, e.g., a parking lot can contain parked cars, but the overall count or locations of the cars may not change. In contrast, existing frame differencing strategies consistently violate query accuracy requirements by filtering out necessary frames (reasons described below).

**Goal and insight.** This paper asks: can we integrate on-camera filtering into video analytics pipelines in a way that achieves most of the potential filtering benefits without violating accuracy goals? Due to the aforementioned filtering limitations inherent to binary classification, we turn to frame differencing with low-level features.

Our key insight is that the lack of accuracy preservation with existing frame differencing strategies is *not* a problem inherent to low-level features, but rather a problem of these features not being used appropriately. For example, Glimpse [24] filters by comparing pixel-level frame differences against a static threshold, and is unable to adapt to the heterogeneous queries (e.g., detection, counting) and dynamic video content that analytics pipelines are faced with [41, 50]. This is because the same difference values may carry different meanings (in terms of changes in query results) for different video content and query types, e.g., a traffic light may warrant a lower threshold than a busy highway. We assert that if we can (1) establish a correlation between feature types, their filtering thresholds, and query accuracy, and (2) dynamically adjust this correlation in response to changes in queries and video content, these cheap features can be surprisingly effective (more than NN-based techniques!) in indicating if filtering a frame will cause accuracy violations.

**Reducto.** Based on this insight, we developed Reducto, a simple and yet inexpensive solution to the real-time video analytics efficiency problem, that tackles three main challenges.

**(C1) What low-level video features to use?** The computer vision (CV) community [20, 24, 44, 46, 59, 60, 66, 68, 82, 83] has discovered a slew of low-level video features that extract frame differences [21], such as Edge and Pixel. To find the most appropriate features for on-camera filtering, we carefully studied a representative set of them (§3). An important observation we make is that the “best” feature (i.e., the one that most closely tracks changes in query results) to use varies across query classes more so than across different videos (see §4.2). This is because each feature uniquely captures a certain low-level video property; different query classes are interested in different video properties, and hence fit the best with different features. Based on this observation, the Reducto server performs offline profiling of historical video data to determine the best feature for each query class. The server notifies the camera of the feature it should use for each new query. Note that this is in contrast to existing strategies that always use the Pixel feature [24].

**(C2) How to select filtering thresholds?** Filtering frames using a differencing feature inherently requires cameras to select a parameter (i.e., a differencing threshold). Selecting the appropriate threshold is paramount as this value directly impacts the accuracy and filtering benefits of Reducto: too low of a threshold will sacrifice filtering benefits, while too high of a threshold may sacrifice accuracy. However, selecting this threshold value is difficult as the optimal threshold varies rapidly, on the order of seconds, due to the inherent dynamism in video content (§4.3). This rapid variance precludes the static thresholds used by prior systems [24], and also prohibits servers from making threshold decisions. Instead, threshold selection must be adaptive and be done by cameras, online.

To overcome these challenges, we use lightweight machine learning techniques to predict, at a fine granularity on the camera (e.g., every few frames), which threshold to use for the selected feature. To do this, we train a cluster-based model for each query and server-specified feature, based on the observation that there is a strong correlation between the thresholds of the feature and the query accuracy (see §4.3). Clustering is done over all pairs of observed difference values (in the training set) and their highest feature values that hit the accuracy target. For each observed difference value, the camera selects the cluster in which the value falls and performs filtering using the average filtering threshold of that cluster. Note that such models are cheap regression models that can run in real time even under the camera’s tight resource constraints.

**(C3) What if the model is incomplete?** The model used to predict thresholds for the selected feature may lack sufficient coverage, particularly when video characteristics drastically change (e.g., rush hour starts). Unfortunately, how and where to detect such scenarios is challenging because detection relies on analyzing the accuracy of recent frames; for example, a change may have occurred if we see a significant accuracy drop for recent frames. However, the question is how to see the accuracy drop—the camera is unaware of the true accuracy as it does not run DNN object detectors, while the server only receives a subset of frames that the camera deems as relevant.

To address this issue, the Reducto camera constantly checks if the feature value for the current frame falls into an existing cluster in the model. If not, this indicates a potentially significant (and previously unseen) change in video characteristics, so the camera halts filtering and notifies the server to retrain the model. Note that our linear model is not only efficient to run but also efficient to train, enabling the server to train a new model online upon a request from the camera. Once trained, the new model is streamed back to the camera, which uses it until a subsequent update is required.

**Result summary.** We evaluated Reducto using multiple datasets of live video feeds covering 24 hours from 7 live traffic and surveillance cameras. We consider three classes of queries that track people and cars: *tagging*, *object counting*, and *bounding box detection*. Running on both Raspberry Pi and VM environments similar to commodity camera settings, we find that Reducto is able to filter out 51–97% of frames compared to traditional pipelines, resulting in bandwidth savings of 21–86%, 50–96% reductions in backend computation overheads, and 66–73% lower query response times. Importantly, in our experiments, Reducto achieves such filtering benefits while always meeting the specified query accuracy targets. Reducto also outperforms two recent video analytics systems: Reducto filters out 93% more frames than the FilterForward [23] edge filtering system, and achieves 37% more backend processing improvements than Chameleon [41]. Source code and experimental data for Reducto are available at https://github.com/reducto-sigcomm-2020/reducto.

## 2 Motivation

This section explores two questions: (1) what compute/memory resources do commodity and state-of-the-art smart cameras possess (§2.1)? and (2) how well do existing filtering techniques perform in such settings (§2.2)?

### 2.1 Smart Camera Resource Overview

To better understand the available resources for filtering on cameras, we analyzed publicly available information about multiple surveillance deployments, and conducted a small-scale study of local city and campus-wide camera installations. We found that there is a large resource divide between state-of-the-art cameras and commodity cameras which are widely deployed. Given that large-scale camera deployments are financially expensive to install and maintain, we do
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not anticipate an immediate overhaul that replaces commodity cam-
eras with state-of-the-art ones. Instead, we expect a more gradual shift, and thus believe that camera-based filtering must consider the resource availability on both classes of devices. Note that we only focused on smart cameras, or those with some non-zero amount of
general purpose compute resources; cameras without such resources are unable to handle any on-device filtering.

State-of-the-art smart cameras. Recent smart cameras commonly
include AI hardware accelerators built into their processors, which speed up tasks such as CNN execution and video encoding [6, 14, 51, 67]. For example, Ambarella [14]’s CV22 System on Chip in-
cludes a quad-core processor (1 GHz) along with the CVflow vector
processor designed explicitly for vision-based CNN/DNN tasks (e.g.,
object tracking on 4K videos at 60 fps). Some cameras also ship with
small on-board GPUs as an alternate way to accelerate similar work-
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2.2 Limitations of Existing Filtering Techniques

Commodity and deployed cameras. In contrast to the promising
filtering resources on state-of-the-art cameras, deployed surveillance
cameras paint a much bleaker resource picture [16, 72, 75]. These
cameras are considerably cheaper (generally $20–100), and ship with far more modest compute resources typically involving a single
CPU core, CPU speeds of 1-1.4 GHz, and 64-256 MB of RAM. We
verified the widespread deployment of such low-resource cameras by
speaking with security teams for UCLA and Los Angeles—none of
their deployed cameras included AI hardware accelerators, GPUs, or
colocated edge servers, but they all possessed cheap CPU resources.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>Tiny YOLO: Object Detection</th>
<th>NoScope: Binary Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5GHz 1.0GHz 1.5GHz</td>
<td>0.5GHz 1.0GHz 1.5GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128MB</td>
<td>N/A N/A N/A</td>
<td>N/A N/A N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256MB</td>
<td>N/A N/A N/A</td>
<td>N/A N/A N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512MB</td>
<td>0.19 0.39 0.64</td>
<td>28.39 56.25 85.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024MB</td>
<td>0.20 0.42 0.66</td>
<td>26.9 58.36 84.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Inference speed (in fps) of compressed object detection and
binary classification models in resource-constrained (camera-like) envi-
ronments. N/A means the model lacked sufficient resources to run. Pixel-
based frame differencing (omitted for space) always ran at over 300 fps.

We consider NoScope rather than FilterForward here because FilterForward’s reliance
on a DNN for feature extraction precludes its use on a camera; we empirically compare
Reducto’s filtering with that of FilterForward in §5.
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We now explore how existing filtering techniques would fare on de-
ployed smart cameras in terms of speed and filtering benefits. From
§1, there are three main classes of existing filtering techniques:
• The first approach runs a compressed object detection model (e.g.,
Focus [36]) to obtain approximate query results. This approach
determines whether or not to send each frame for full model
execution (rather than just sending the computed result) based on
the confidence in the result that the compressed model produces.
• The second approach runs a cheaper and less general (e.g., trained
for a specific query and video content) binary classification model,
which detects whether an object of interest (for the current query)
is present in a frame or not. Only frames with the object of interest
are sent to the server for processing (e.g., FilterForward [23],
NoScope [43]).
• The third approach is to compute pixel-level frame differences
and filter out frames which, according to a static/pre-defined dif-
ferencing threshold, are largely unchanged from their predecessor
and expected to yield the same query result (e.g., Glimpse [24]).

We started by evaluating the feasibility of running these three techniques on cameras for real-time filtering. We considered
the canonical query of counting the number of cars in each frame. To evaluate frame differencing, we directly ran Glimpse’s trigger
frame selection algorithm using an arbitrary static threshold (more
on this below) [24]. For compressed object detection, we used
Darknet [61] to train a Tiny YOLO model [62] (8 convolutional layers)
that only recognizes cars based on data labeled with YOLOv3.

For binary classification, we trained a model that mimics the lightest
classification model developed in NoScope [43]; this model has 2
convolutional layers (32 filters each) and a softmax hidden layer. In
case, training was done for each camera in our video dataset
$\text{(§5.1)}$ using 9 10-minute video clips from that camera.

We ran each technique on a new 10 minute clip from each camera
under a sweep of resource configurations: a single core, 0.5-1.5
GHz CPU speed, and 128-1024 MB of RAM. Experiments were
performed on a Macbook Pro laptop with a virtual machine that
restricted resources to the specified parameters. Table 1 lists the
filtering speeds in each setting. As shown, both NN models require at
least 512 MB of RAM to operate, which precludes them from being
used on many deployed cameras. Tiny YOLO is unable to achieve
even 1 fps in any setting; note that even with the $11 \times$ speedup
reported when also using background subtraction [36]. Tiny YOLO
is still far below real-time speeds. In contrast, when it has sufficient
memory to run, the binary classification model consistently achieves
real-time speeds, e.g., 28 fps and 86 fps with 0.5 GHz and 1.5 GHz
processors, respectively. Further, pixel-based frame differencing is
able to hit real-time speeds across all camera settings. Thus, the rest
of the section focuses on frame differencing and binary classification
(which is at least tenable in some camera settings).

Filtering efficacy. Now that we have identified potential filtering
candidates for our resource-constrained environment, we ask, how
effective are they at filtering out frames? We discuss the two candi-
dates, binary classification and frame differencing, in turn.

To evaluate the potential filtering benefits with binary classifica-
tion, we analyzed object detection results (captured by YOLO [62])
for all videos in our dataset and computed the fraction of frames that
do not contain any object of interest. Note that this represents an
upper bound on the benefits that systems such as NoScope [43] and
FilterForward [23] can achieve. As a reference, we also considered
an offline optimal strategy, where each frame is filtered if its query
result is identical to that of its predecessor. As shown in Figure 1,
binary classification is very limited in its filtering abilities: com-
pared to the offline optimal, binary classification filters out 73.5%
and 16.7% fewer frames for the car and person queries, respectively.
The reason is that there exist many scenarios where query results
remain unchanged across consecutive frames but have non-zero ob-
jects of interest. For example, a car count will be consistently greater
than 1 if the camera is facing parked cars — although one frame
would be sufficient to accurately count the number of cars, binary
classifiers would send all such frames since they all contain objects
of interest. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) illustrate this property for several
representative video clips.

Quantifying the potential filtering benefits with frame differencing
techniques is challenging as they vary based on the tunable filtering
threshold. Instead, the key limitation with respect to filtering effi-
cacy is that existing frame differencing systems employ static and
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We now explore how existing filtering techniques would fare on de-
ployed smart cameras in terms of speed and filtering benefits. From
§1, there are three main classes of existing filtering techniques:
• The first approach runs a compressed object detection model (e.g.,
Focus [36]) to obtain approximate query results. This approach
determines whether or not to send each frame for full model
execution (rather than just sending the computed result) based on
the confidence in the result that the compressed model produces.
• The second approach runs a cheaper and less general (e.g., trained
for a specific query and video content) binary classification model,
which detects whether an object of interest (for the current query)
is present in a frame or not. Only frames with the object of interest
are sent to the server for processing (e.g., FilterForward [23],
NoScope [43]).
• The third approach is to compute pixel-level frame differences
and filter out frames which, according to a static/pre-defined dif-
ferencing threshold, are largely unchanged from their predecessor
and expected to yield the same query result (e.g., Glimpse [24]).
Given the limitations of existing filtering strategies for on-camera filtering (§2.2), we seek a clean-slate approach to filtering based on frame differencing. In this section, we focus on identifying candidate features, and in §4, we present Reducto, which determines when and how to use those features for effective on-camera filtering.

Our goal is to identify a set of raw video features (1) that are cheap enough to be tracked on cameras in real-time, and (2) whose values are highly correlated with changes in query results for broad ranges of queries and videos (unlike prior systems that purely focus on detection [24]). We began with a representative list of differencing features used by the CV community [21], and grouped them in terms of the amount of computation required for extraction. Low-level features such as pixel or edge differences can be observed directly from raw images, but contain moderate amounts of noise. The main concern of using these features is whether or not this noise outweighs the true differencing values in certain cases. In contrast, high-level features, such as scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) and speeded up robust features (SURF), aim to extract highly distinctive qualities of an image that are invariant to light, pose, etc., by analyzing properties such as local pixel intensities and shapes; these features have more semantic information, and many applications use such information to relate specific contents across frames. These features require multiple steps of computation on raw video values for extraction, but contain less noise as the noise is often smoothed out by the computation. The main concern of using high-level features is, clearly, their high extraction overheads.

Table 2 shows a representative list [37] of (high- and low-level) features we considered, and summarizes their computation overheads (in terms of fps) in both on-camera and server settings. Due to space constraints, we elide their detailed description and refer the interested reader to Table 8 (§A) and these survey papers [19, 37, 84] for details. Further, we note that other features may meet the aforementioned goals and can be easily plugged into Reducto.

Table 2: Tracking speed (fps) for our candidate raw video features for frame differencing. High- and low-level features are shown on the top and bottom, respectively. Camera resources were 1 core, 1.0 GHz, and 512 MB RAM, while servers had 4 cores, 4 GHz, and 32 GB of RAM.

3 Filtering Using Cheap Vision Features

To make effective use of frame differencing, the key question is whether it is possible to correlate frame differences with pipeline accuracy so that we can make a more informed decision as to whether a frame can be filtered out. We answer this question affirmatively in the next sections, where we describe how lightweight differencing features across video frames can serve as cheap monitoring signals that are highly correlated with changes in query results. If applied judiciously (and dynamically), these strong correlations enable large filtering benefits that are even comparable to those with the ideal baseline described earlier in this section.
features cannot be extracted fast enough even on servers! For instance, SURF and SIFT are restricted to frame rates under 2 fps. In contrast, low-level features can be extracted on cameras at 28–309 fps. Overall, these results eliminate high-level features from consideration for on-camera filtering and direct us to focus on identifying the appropriate low-level features that can satisfy our correlation requirements. We also exclude the low-level Corner feature that falls just short of our real-time (30 fps) tracking goal.

Correlation with changes in query results. Recall that our goal is to use differencing features to “predict” whether a change in query results may occur. Thus, the features we use need not capture the precise change in magnitude between query results for two frames, but instead must have strong correlation with whether a change occurs. Figure 3 summarizes the correlation between the values for each feature that can operate in real-time and changes in query results. The two figures highlight the fact that the three low-level features Pixel (i.e., directly compares pixels), Edge (i.e., captures differences in contours of objects), and Area (i.e., captures differences in areas) are indeed highly correlated (to varying degrees—see §4) with changes in query results despite being potentially noisy on short time intervals. For example, on counting queries, a change of just 1 in object count leads to average changes of 0.42, 0.38, and 0.44 for the differencing values w.r.t. the Pixel, Area, and Edge features, respectively. As a reference, changes in these feature values are only 0.01, 0.11, and 0.09 when the count results are unchanged. For the bounding box query, even though the precise bounding box coordinates for an object change progressively across frames, the correlation remains strong, with easily visible differences in feature values for even minor adjustments in bounding box coordinates. Note that these trends hold for the other videos in our dataset as well (Figures 14–19 in §A).

4 Reducto Design and Implementation

4.1 Overview

Figure 4 depicts the high-level query execution workflow with Reducto. Currently, Reducto supports the three primary classes of queries used in prior video analytics systems [42, 50]: tagging, counting, and bounding box detection. Descriptions of these queries are presented in §5.1.

Offline server profiling (§4.2). The Reducto server first runs an offline profiler (1) over several minutes of video that characterize the typical scenes for that camera. The profiler (1) then runs traditional pipelines (2) on that video and stores the results for subsequent feature selection. As this characterization data is collected, the profiler processes each frame in the video to extract the three low-level differencing features presented in §3. Our observation (Figure 5) is that there often exists a single feature that works the best for a query class across different videos, cameras, and accuracy targets. Hence, during profiling, the server finds the best feature for each query class that it wishes to support. At the end of this phase, the best feature for each query class is identified and stored at the server.

Per-frame diff extraction (§4.4). The camera does not stream any frames until it receives a query. Upon the arrival of a user-specified query and target accuracy, the server informs the camera of the best feature for that query. To filter, the diff extractor (3) continuously tracks the differences in the specified feature between consecutive frames. The key question at this point is how to know, for each pair of consecutive frames, if the difference between them is sufficiently insignificant so that if the camera sends only the first one to the server (which reuses its query result for the second), the accuracy would not drop below the target. In other words, what is the right filtering threshold to use?

Per-query model training (§4.3). To answer this question, the server uses a model trainer (4) that quickly trains, for each query, a simple (regression) model characterizing the relationships between differencing values, filtering thresholds, and query result accuracy. The model is trained by performing K-means-based clustering over the original frames sent by the camera during a short period after the query arrives. Training typically takes several seconds to finish due to the simple models used. The generated model is encoded as a hash table, where each entry represents a cluster of differencing values whose corresponding thresholds are within the same neighborhood — each key is the average differencing value and each value is the threshold for that cluster which delivers the required accuracy. Together with the selected feature, this hash table is also sent to the camera for each query.

Best features for common query types (e.g., detection) can be pre-programmed or shared across servers, thereby avoiding profiling.
Per-frame threshold tuning \(\Theta\) and filtering \(\Theta\) (§4.4). When the camera receives the feature and the hash table for the query, it starts filtering frames. To do so, the filter \(\Theta\) queries the threshold tuner \(\Theta\) for the threshold to use. The tuner looks up the hash table using the differencing value produced by the diff extractor \(\Theta\), finds the matching key-value entry, and applies the listed threshold (i.e., the value of the entry).

Occasional model retraining \(\Theta\) (§4.5). In some cases, the differencing value may not map to any table entry (e.g., the distances between the value and the existing keys are too large). This indicates a potential change in video dynamics and implies that the new scene cannot be effectively captured by the existing clusters. As an example, the burst of cars at the start of rush hour can lead to a differencing value significantly different from those seen during training. In these cases, the threshold tuner \(\Theta\) sends these unmatched values (together with their original frames) to the model trainer \(\Theta\), which adds these new data points into its dataset (along with the generated query results), re-trains the model, and sends the tuner \(\Theta\) an updated hash table to ensure that the model stays applicable despite changes in the video.

The user can decide whether the camera deletes the frames that are not sent to the server. If the user wishes to save the frames for later retrieval or retrospective queries [36, 76], the camera archives all frames onto cheap local storage.

Tracking granularity. Since Reducto’s goal is to ensure that the specified accuracy is continuously met, Reducto analyzes differencing features at the granularity of video segments rather than individual frames. Video segments represent small windows (e.g., \(N\) seconds) of consecutive frames. Analyzing features over segments enables Reducto to smooth out intermittent noise in feature values (§3). Thus, the Reducto camera buffers frames for each segment and selects the filtering threshold for the feature (using the hash table) when all frames of the segment arrive. The camera then applies the filter with the selected threshold to each buffered frame to decide whether it needs to be sent.

Selecting the right segment size is important: a small segment size is susceptible to inaccuracy due to noisy feature values, while a large segment size better handles noise but requires more frames to be buffered prior to making filtering decisions (delaying query results). We empirically observe that \(N = 1\) second sufficiently balances these properties, and we present results analyzing how sensitive Reducto’s results are to segment size in §5.

Discussion. We note that the presented design for Reducto (and our current implementation) focuses on single queries for a given camera’s video feed. However, the described filtering approach can be extended to handling multiple queries in a straightforward manner: filtering decisions can initially be made independently per query (as described), and then aggregated by taking the union of frames deemed important for any query. Additionally, we note that Reducto currently targets detection-based queries that do not carry over information across frames. For instance, in its current form, Reducto does not support activity detection queries. We leave support for these more complex queries to future work.

4.2 Feature Selection via Server-side (Offline) Profiling

During the offline profiling phase, the profiler \(\Theta\) uses several minutes of representative video frames to compute, for each frame, (1) the object detection results using traditional pipelines \(\Theta\), and (2) the low-level differencing values for each candidate feature. Using these results, the server determines which feature the camera should use.

![Figure 5: Filtering efficacy of the 3 low-level features across 3 videos and 2 queries.](image)

The best feature to use is the one that maximizes the filtering benefits (i.e., filters out the most frames) while meeting the accuracy requirement specified by the user. In order to identify the best feature, the server analyzes the profiling results on a per-segment basis. For each segment and for each feature, the server considers a large range of possible thresholds for the feature. For each candidate feature, the server then aggregates the largest filtering benefits (obtained from using the best performed threshold on each segment) across all segments. These aggregated benefits are used to pick the best feature for each query class supported by Reducto.

Observation 1: Interestingly, we observe that the best feature tends to vary across query classes, but remains stable across cameras, videos, and target accuracies for each class. For example, consider Figure 5, which shows that the Area feature provides the largest filtering benefits for counting queries across 3 representative videos. In contrast, the Edge feature provides the most filtering benefits for bounding box queries. For reference, Area outperforms Pixel and Edge on counting queries by 11–70%; and Area trails the two other features by 5–41% on bounding box queries.

The reason is that different features and queries operate at different granularities, and their values change at varied levels with respect to changes across frames. In other words, minor frame differences may affect certain queries and feature values more than others. For example, consider the definitions of the Area and Edge features (Table 8 in §A). Area compares the size of the areas of motion across frames, but does not consider the distance that those areas move. In contrast, Edge is finer-grained and observes changes in the locations of the edges of objects.

Figure 6 illustrates how these divergences affect the suitability of each feature with respect to filtering for two query types: bounding box detection and counting queries. As shown in Figure 6(a), any motion for an object of interest can alter the corresponding bounding box coordinates. Whereas the Area feature is largely insensitive to such minor changes (making it ill-suited for filtering, as it suggests that the query result should not change), the Edge feature will detect (even minor) movements to the object’s edges and yield a high differencing value. In contrast, Figure 6(b) shows that the coarse-grained nature of the Area feature is well-suited for counting...
queries: when a new object enters a scene, it represents a new area of motion and results in a high differencing value. Thereafter, until the object count changes, the \( \text{Area} \) value remains low. The \( \text{Edge} \) feature, on the other hand, reports significant frame differences even when the overall object count stays unchanged (e.g., Figure 6(a)), making it too conservative for filtering counting queries.

We verified that this stability in best feature holds across other query classes (e.g., tagging), objects of interest (e.g., people), target accuracies (e.g., 80%), and detection models (e.g., Faster R-CNN) as well; results are shown in §A (Figures 21–22) due to space restrictions. This observation implies that the server need not select features dynamically, and instead can make one-time feature decisions for all the query classes it wishes to support.

4.3 Model Training for Threshold Tuning

Knowing which feature to use is not enough; the camera also needs to know how to tune the filtering threshold for the feature so that filtering does not create unacceptable degradation in query accuracy. **Observation 2:** While for each query class the best feature remains stable over time, the best threshold (i.e., highest one which meets the accuracy target) to use for a given feature does not. Figure 7 illustrates this point for two different query classes and their corresponding best features. As shown, the best threshold for each feature varies rapidly, on the order of segments. Thus, the camera needs a way to dynamically tune the threshold of the feature to prevent any unacceptable accuracy drops. However, making this decision requires understanding how different thresholds relate to the accuracy of query results. If the server can establish a mapping between differencing values, thresholds, and result accuracy, the camera can use such information to quickly find the best thresholds to use.

To generate this mapping, the server requires the camera to send unfiltered frames over a short window right after the query is registered. These frames are used as an initial training set — the server runs the full pipeline on them, producing complete results about each segment of frames — including query accuracy, fraction of frames filtered, and extracted feature values — for a broad range of candidate thresholds. For each segment, we compose a 29-dimension vector for the segment. This vector contains the average differencing feature value across the pairs of adjacent frames in the segment, i.e., a 1-second segment contains 30 frames (30 fps), resulting in 29 differencing values. We then add a data point to our training set for each candidate threshold; each data point is keyed at the corresponding 29-dimension differencing vector, and labeled with the tested threshold and the resulting query accuracy. Lastly, we remove any data points whose accuracy falls below the target accuracy for the query. The server then clusters these data points using the standard K-means algorithm based on their differencing vectors. Selecting the number of clusters entails balancing the overhead of the clustering algorithm and robustness of the resulting clusters to noisy inputs; we empirically observe that setting a target of 5 clusters strikes the best balance between these factors, and we leave an exploration of more adaptive tuning strategies to future work [31, 32].

Figures 8 illustrates the clustering results for a random 10-minute clip. As shown, the data is highly amenable to such clustering, and the results follow a fairly intuitive pattern: to meet a given accuracy target, the filtering threshold decreases as the differencing feature value increases. This is because high feature values imply that frames are changing significantly (e.g., due to motion) — these changes give Reducto a reason to believe that the query result may change and thus the camera needs to send more frames.

Once clustering is done, the results are encoded into a hash table where each entry encodes information about a cluster — keys represent aggregated differencing values in the cluster augmented with the size measurement of the cluster (discussed shortly), while values represent the aggregated labels (i.e., thresholds). In particular, each key is of the form \( \langle \text{center}, \text{variance} \rangle \), where \( \text{center} \) is a 29-dimension vector computed by performing element-wise averaging across the vectors in the cluster and \( \text{variance} \) is another 29-dimension vector where the \( i \)-th element represents the longest distance between the \( i \)-th elements in any possible pairs of data points in the cluster. In other words, \( \text{center} \) encodes the central point of the cluster while \( \text{variance} \) measures the size of the cluster (i.e., how far apart data points can be). Each value is the averaged filtering threshold of all data points in the corresponding cluster.

4.4 On-Camera Filtering

To filter out frames in real time, the camera continuously tracks differencing values for the selected feature. At the end of each
Figure 9: Offline training would be limited: comparisons of hash table entries (i.e., clusters) between (a) detection of different objects (i.e., people and car) and (b) different video contents (i.e., sunny and rainy) show that the clusters differ significantly under these circumstances; results were obtained from analyzing the entire Auburn video.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Methodology

Table 3 summarizes the video dataset on which we evaluated Reducto. Our dataset comprises public video streams from 7 live surveillance video cameras deployed around North America. From each data source, we collected 25 10-minute video clips that cover a 24-hour period. As a result, video content for a given camera varied over time with respect to illumination, weather characteristics, and density of people and cars. Video content also varied across cameras w.r.t. quality, orientation (e.g., certain cameras were mounted on traffic lights, while others were recording streets from a side angle), and speed/density of objects (e.g., rural vs. metropolitan). Figure 20 (A) provides some example screenshots.

In our evaluation, we considered three main classes of queries, each with a unique definition of accuracy:

- **Tagging queries** return a binary decision regarding whether or not an object of a given type appears in a frame. Accuracy is defined as the percentage of frames which are tagged with the correct binary value.

- **Counting queries** return a count for the number of objects of a given type that appear in a frame. Accuracy for a frame is defined as the absolute value of the percent difference between the correct and returned values.

- **Bounding box detection queries** return bounding box coordinates around each instance of a given object that is detected in a frame. Accuracy is measured using the standard mAP metric [28] that evaluates, for each returned bounding box, whether the enclosed object is of the correct type and whether the bounding box has sufficiently large overlap (intersection over union) with the correct box.

We ran each query class across our entire video dataset for two types of objects: people and cars. Unless otherwise noted, ground truth for all video frames and queries was computed using YOLO [62]. Reported accuracy numbers for each of Reducto’s segments were computed by averaging the accuracy values for each of the segments’ constituent frames; Reducto used segments of 1 second unless further specified.

Server components ran on an Ubuntu Amazon EC2 p3.2xlarge instance with 8 CPU cores and 1 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU. The camera was either a Raspberry Pi or a VM whose resources were provisioned based on the RAM and CPU speeds observed in our study of deployed cameras (§2); the recorded video was fed into the camera sequentially and in real time. For brevity, in the VM scenario, we present results for the resource configuration of 256 MB of RAM and a 1 GHz CPU (single core). However, we note that the reported trends persist in the other settings in Table 1. The camera and server were connected over a variety of live (LTE and WiFi) and emulated networks via Mahimahi [55].
5.2 Overall Performance

To understand Reducto’s filtering efficacy, we first compared it to a baseline video analytics pipeline in which cameras do not perform any filtering, and servers compute query results for all frames. To contextualize our results, we compared both systems with the offline optimal (§2) that uses actual query results to perfectly filter out each frame whose result sufficiently matches that of its predecessor. Note that the offline optimal represents an upper bound of what Reducto can hope to achieve without direct knowledge of query results.

Figure 10a shows that, across our entire video dataset, a target accuracy of 90%, and a variety of query types, Reducto is able to filter out a median of 51-97% of frames, which is within 2.8-36.7% of the offline optimal. As expected, filtering benefits vary based on query type, object of interest, and video. For instance, across the dataset, Reducto filtered out a median of 97% and 51% for tagging and detecting cars, respectively. This follows from the fact that the bounding box position for a moving car changes very quickly (e.g., across consecutive frames), while the presence of any car (i.e., what a tagging query searches for) often remains stable for longer durations. Indeed, almost all frames could be filtered for tagging queries because query results changed very infrequently.

Despite this aggressive filtering, Figure 10b illustrates that Reducto consistently delivers higher accuracy than the offline optimal, which nearly perfectly matches the target (due to knowing the ground truth). This is a result of Reducto’s cautious selection of filtering thresholds (§4.4). In other words, whereas Reducto conservatively selects the filtering threshold to overshoot the accuracy target (filtering out fewer frames than possible), the offline optimal perfectly hovers over the target, thereby optimizing the fraction of frames that can be filtered within the accuracy constraint.

Varying accuracy targets. We also evaluated how Reducto’s filtering benefits vary with different accuracy targets. In this experiment, we primarily focused on bounding box detection queries which show the largest variation across accuracy targets due to their fine-grained nature. As expected, Reducto’s filtering benefits increase as the accuracy target decreases (Figure 11). For instance, when the object of interest is people, filtering benefits rise from 36% to 79% as accuracy drops from 90% to 70%. The reason is that Reducto can be more aggressive with filtering and tolerate more substantial inter-frame differences in feature values, without violating a lower accuracy target. Importantly, Reducto always met the specified accuracy target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Fraction Filtered (%)</th>
<th>Bandwidth Saving (%)</th>
<th>Backend Processing (fps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>41.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducto</td>
<td>90.49</td>
<td>53.42</td>
<td>22.30</td>
<td>86.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>90.16</td>
<td>72.89</td>
<td>39.33</td>
<td>140.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Breaking down the impact of Reducto’s filtering on network and backend computation overheads. Results are for detecting cars on our entire video dataset, and the target accuracy is 90%.

interest is people, filtering benefits rise from 36% to 79% as accuracy drops from 90% to 70%. The reason is that Reducto can be more aggressive with filtering and tolerate more substantial inter-frame differences in feature values, without violating a lower accuracy target. Importantly, Reducto always met the specified accuracy target.

Query response times. The promise of frame filtering is ultimately to reduce resource overheads and deliver (highly accurate) query results with low latency. Figure 12 illustrates that, across several network conditions, Reducto is able to reduce median per-frame response times by 22-26% (0.26-0.28s) compared to the baseline pipeline; Reducto’s response times are within 12–13% the offline optimal. Table 4 further breaks down these query response time speedups into network and backend improvements. As shown, Reducto’s filtering results in an average bandwidth saving of 22% compared to the baseline pipeline; backend processing speeds, on the other hand, more than doubled due to the decrease in frames to be processed.
On-camera evaluation. Our experiments thus far have considered a resource-constrained VM as the camera component of the video analytics pipeline. In order to evaluate the feasibility of running Reducto directly on a camera, we replaced the aforementioned VM in our pipeline with a Raspberry Pi Zero [9] that embeds a 1.0 GHz single-core CPU and 512 MB of RAM; this resource profile falls into the range of on-camera resources that we observed in our study of commodity cameras and surveillance deployments (Table 1 and §2.1). We note that Raspberry Pi computing boards are intended to run alongside sensor devices (e.g., cameras) to provide minimal and affordable computation resources. We implemented Reducto on the Raspberry Pi using OpenCV [12] for feature extraction and frame differencing calculations, and a hash table lookup to make threshold selections and filtering decisions. Unfiltered frames were encoded using Raspberry Pi’s hardware-accelerated video encoder for the H.264 standard. As we did with the VM, we fed in each recorded video in Table 3 sequentially and in real-time to the Raspberry Pi.

Overall, we observed that Reducto’s filtering results for each video *identically* matched those from our VM-based implementation (i.e., results in Figure 11). More importantly, Reducto was able to operate at 47.8 fps on the Raspberry Pi, highlighting the ability to perform real-time filtering. Digging deeper, we found that the bulk of the processing overheads were due to per-frame feature extraction with OpenCV; this task could operate at 99.7 fps, as compared to frame differencing calculations and hash table lookups that ran at 129.5 and 318.6 fps, respectively.

**Sensitivity to segment size.** We varied the segment size that Reducto used for on-camera filtering between 0.5-10 seconds. Figure 13 illustrates three trends. First, as segment size decreases, Reducto’s median filtering benefits are largely unchanged. We note that the distribution of filtering benefits widens largely because there are fewer opportunities to experience different video conditions within a small segment. For instance, a segment of 4 frames may be mostly unchanged and require only 1 frame to be sent; such a filtering fraction is less likely as segment sizes grow. Second, as segment size increases, bandwidth savings increase. This is because larger segments enable more aggressive bandwidth savings from standard video encodings: more frames can avoid redundant transmission due to fewer key frames. Third, per-frame query response times grow as segment sizes increase. Recall that Reducto cameras only filter out and ship frames to servers *after* a segment is captured. Thus, frames that are early in a given segment must experience query response times that are at least as long as the segment size.

**Sensitivity to different object detection models.** We verified (Figure 23 in §A) that Reducto’s overall filtering benefits and accuracy preservation persist across other models, i.e., SSD ResNet, Faster R-CNN with Inception ResNet.

### 5.3 Comparison with Other Filtering Strategies

We also compared Reducto with two existing filtering approaches that are both able to consistently meet a desired accuracy target: recall from §2.2 that Glimpse [24] was unable to do so due to its static threshold approach.

**Tiny YOLO.** We considered a filtering system that computes approximate query results using a compressed detection model (Tiny YOLO). Frames whose result confidence is sufficiently high (80%) are considered to be of interest and, correspondingly, the frame is filtered. Frames whose result confidence is less than 80% are considered to be not of interest and, correspondingly, they are not filtered. We also ran FilterForward [23], a binary classification-based filtering system designed for edge servers. With FilterForward, micro-classifiers ingest feature maps computed by different layers of a full-fledged object detector, and determine whether an object of interest is present or not in each frame; if not, the frame is filtered at the edge server. FilterForward reports comparable performance to NoScope [43], which is intended for retrospective queries. In our experiments, we directly ran FilterForward’s open-source code and trained a micro-classifier in the same way as Tiny YOLO above.

**Results.** Table 5 shows that Reducto achieves significantly larger filtering benefits compared to both systems. Average frame savings with Reducto are 53.42%, while Tiny YOLO and FilterForward filter only 24.46% and 27.7%, respectively. This translates to improvements of 54-63% and 53-61% in network bandwidth expenditure and backend processing costs, respectively. Key to this performance discrepancy is the limitation in binary classification-based filtering (§2.2). We note that, unlike Reducto, neither FilterForward nor Tiny YOLO can run in real time on a camera; the filtering benefits described here, however, are unaffected by resource constraints.

### 5.4 Comparison with Complementary Video Analytics Systems

We also compared Reducto with two systems that improve the efficiency of real-time video analytics pipelines, CloudSeg [57] and Chameleon [41]. Each system aims to improve a different aspect of the analytics pipeline, and both approaches are conceptually complementary to Reducto.

**CloudSeg.** CloudSeg uses super resolution techniques to significantly compress live video prior to shipping it to servers for analytics tasks; super resolution models at the server are used to (mostly) recover the original high resolution image, which is then fed into the analytics pipeline. To implement CloudSeg, we used bilinear interpolation in OpenCV [12] to compress all frames by 2-4× on
As a result, Reducto’s filtering results in 2.7 × savings compared to Reducto (57% compared to 22%). However, CloudSeg does not filter out frames, and instead opts purely for compression, i.e., all frames must go through costly backend processing. As a result, Reducto’s filtering results in 2.7 × improvements in backend processing overheads. Results for tagging follow a similar pattern, but we note that Reducto achieves superior bandwidth savings because most frames can be filtered out; for the same reason, the discrepancy in backend processing overheads is more pronounced. These approaches are complementary in that Reducto can also apply super resolution encoding on cameras (in real time) after filtering.

Chameleon. Systems such as Chameleon [41] and VideoStorm [79] reduce backend computation costs by profiling different configurations of pipeline knobs (e.g., video resolution, frame sampling rate, etc.) and selecting those that are predicted to minimize resource utilization while meeting the user-specified accuracy requirement. Chameleon improves upon VideoStorm in that it profiles periodically rather than once, upfront. To implement Chameleon, we considered configurations based on the following knobs: 5 levels of image resolution (1080p, 960p, 720p, 600p, 480p), 2 pre-trained object detection models (Faster R-CNN and YOLOv3), and 5 levels of frame rate (30fps, 10fps, 5fps, 2fps, 1fps). For each video in our dataset, we selected the best configuration for each 4-second segment (which is Chameleon’s profiling rate); we used the same segment size for Reducto. For ease of implementation, profiling for each segment was done offline. For fair comparison, Reducto used the more expensive Faster R-CNN model, which Chameleon treats as ground truth.

As shown in Table 7, both systems significantly outperform the baseline pipeline, but Reducto achieves 37% better backend processing speeds. Further, by filtering directly at the video source, Reducto is also able to achieve network bandwidth improvements that Chameleon cannot. While both systems reap filtering benefits (e.g., decreased sample rates with Chameleon), they are largely complementary in that Chameleon considers knobs which Reducto does not, i.e., detection model, image resolution.

### 6 RELATED WORK

**Edge-cloud split.** One class of edge-based approaches, exemplified by FilterForward [23], sends frames to the server based on the objects present, approximated by a light-weight neural network running at the edge. Wang et. al. [69] use MobileNet [35] on drones. Similarly, Vigil [80] uses an edge node that can run object detection and sends frames with a higher object count. Gammeter et al. [30] send a frame only when object tracking on the mobile device has consistently low confidence. Alternatively, a server could receive partial information from the edge and decide whether it needs more based on inference results [57]. While this model can save significant bandwidth, round-trips between server and edge impedes the system’s ability to respond to queries in real time. Chinchali et al. [25] also use a server-driven approach, but the edge device can adapt (for DNN input) both the information it sends and the encoding method based on feedback from the server. Finally, Emmons et al. [27] propose a DNN split inference, where the edge runs as many layers as possible before sending the intermediate values to the cloud. In contrast to all of these solutions, Reducto, is aimed at cameras with resources that do not even support small NNS.

**Resource scheduling.** VideoStorm [79] and Chameleon [41] profile pipeline knobs to identify cheap and accuracy-preserving configurations (§5), while VideoEdge [38] also considers placement plans over a hierarchy of clusters. DeepDecision [58] and MCDNN [34] treat resource scheduling as an optimization problem and maximize key metrics such as accuracy or latency, while LAVEA [77] allocates computation among multiple edge nodes, optimizing for latency. These systems are largely complementary to Reducto, as the resource-accuracy tradeoff could be further tuned on the set of Reducto-chosen frames. Another complementary class of systems focuses on efficient GPU task scheduling [64].

**Querying video.** NoScope [43], Blazelt [42], and Focus [36] provide resource consumption for efficient retrospective video querying. In contrast, Reducto uses the relationship between video features and query result, rather than presence of objects, for an early determination of relevant frames.

**Computer vision.** The idea of filtering frames based on their features is widely seen in the CV community [18, 29, 44, 60, 70, 73, 74]. Many of these methods are used for the task of retrospectively classifying or recognizing events in videos [26, 56, 74]. AdaFrame, for example, trains a Long Short-Term Memory network to adaptively select frames with important information. Others are used for key frame extraction [60, 78]. The are two main barriers to directly using these methods to filter frames in a setting like Reducto. One is that the task of choosing which frames a DNN should process is different from choosing frames for video classification or key frame extraction, because the importance of a frame in Reducto is determined solely by whether the DNN output changes. Second, these methods rely on neural networks that are too expensive to run on a camera.

### 7 CONCLUSION

This paper presents Reducto, a video analytics system that supports efficient real-time querying by leveraging previously unused resources to perform on-camera frame filtering. This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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Figure 14: Correlations between differencing values and changes in query results for a 10 seconds clip in Jacksonhole [5].

Figure 15: Correlations between differencing values and changes in query results for a 10 seconds clip in Southampton [10].

Figure 16: Correlations between differencing values and changes in query results for a 10 seconds clip in Lagrange [7].

Figure 17: Correlations between differencing values and changes in query results for a 10 seconds clip in Newark [8].
Figure 18: Correlations between differencing values and changes in query results for a 10 seconds clip in Banff [1].

Figure 19: Correlations between differencing values and changes in query results for a 10 seconds clip in Casa Grande [4].

Figure 20: Screenshots from several of the videos in our dataset. Left is Jackson Hole, WY, and right is Newark, NJ.

Figure 21: Filtering efficacy of the 3 low-level features across 3 videos and 2 queries. This figure shows Best feature holds across other objects of interest.

Figure 22: Filtering efficacy of the 3 low-level features across 3 videos and 2 queries. This figure shows Best feature holds across other accuracy targets.
Figure 23: Comparing Reducto with different detection models for three query types and two objects of interest across our entire dataset.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Calculates the areas of motion in the frame and sends frame if the largest area (as a fraction of total pixels) is above the given threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel</td>
<td>Finds pixels that changed value from the last frame, rounds very small changes to 0, and sends frame if the resulting fraction of changed pixels is above the given threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>Separates the pixels that belong to edges and sends frame if the pixel differences among edge pixels is above the given threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner</td>
<td>Detects the pixels that belong to corners and sends frame if the pixel differences among corner pixels is above the given threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>Detects key points based on contrast, assigns them orientations based on the “neighborhood” of surrounding pixels, and matches them between frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURF</td>
<td>Detects key points using a blob detector, assigns them orientations such that the key points remain if the object is either scaled or rotated, and matches key points between frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG</td>
<td>Divides frame into small cells, collects a distribution of gradient directions across cells, and compares the distribution across frames.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Description of differencing features considered in our survey (§3).